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ABSTRACT

Nanocrystalline silicon solar cell has come up as a potential material in the photovoltaic industry [1-3]. There are various benefits of nanocrystalline silicon which makes it superior to its counterparts such as amorphous silicon and amorphous silicon germanium. Narrow band gap of 1.12eV helps to generate more current by utilizing the red and infrared region of the solar spectrum. High current producing ability makes it suitable material for the bottom cell of a tandem solar cell [4]. The growth of nanocrystalline silicon is not as simple as the growth of amorphous silicon. The material grows in a conical fashion which results to large grain boundary formation if not controlled properly. The large grain boundaries hamper the electronic properties of the material. To prevent the formation of the large grain boundaries several design of nanocrystalline silicon solar cell has been used. Hydrogen profile, Power profile and Superlattice structures help to control the crystallinity of the material as it grows. There are other deposition parameters such as deposition temperature, pressure and frequency if changed may alter the morphology of the material by changing the grain size of crystals [5-10]. For high mobility and more absorption of photons we need large grains sizes of <220> which can be achieved by high temperature and high pressure deposition conditions. We are going to discuss about the superlattice structure and ways to improve the quality of the solar cell. Amorphous silicon germanium has superior absorption coefficient as compared to amorphous silicon therefore in this report we would discuss how we can incorporate amorphous silicon germanium with nanocrystalline silicon to enhance the current of the solar cell. The grain structure and superior electronic property of nanocrystalline silicon will be utilized to collect the carriers from the thin amorphous silicon germanium tissue. We will also show the increase in current can be achieved by incorporating a back-reflector in a solar cell.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline silicon (ncSi:H) was first fabricated by Veprek and Maracek in the year 1968 [11]. It is an important material used in photovoltaic devices and thin film transistors. After an extensive preliminary work by Lucovsky et al. and Faraji et al., were able to fabricate successful photovoltaic device made from ncSi:H intrinsic layer [12,13]. In the initial years of the fabrication, material had ‘n’ type character and high defect density which restricted its use into limited areas. IMT Neuchatel played a crucial role to modify the quality of ncSi:H material which later on used for photo-generation layer in a solar cell [14]. Nanocrystalline silicon is made up of small grains of crystalline silicon of the order 10-100nm, embedded inside an amorphous silicon tissue of few nanometers. The grain boundaries are passivated with hydrogen and amorphous silicon tissue. Nanocrystalline silicon material has an indirect band-gap which requires thicker material to absorb sufficient amount of photons. The absorption coefficient of ncSi:H closely follows crystalline silicon as shown in fig 1.1. The increase in absorption coefficient beyond 1.8eV can be explained from its composition which also contains amorphous silicon tissue [15].

![Absorption Coefficient of different silicon materials](image-url)

Fig 1: Absorption Coefficient of different silicon materials [15]
CHAPTER 2. GROWTH & PROPERTIES OF NANOCRYSTALLINE SILICON

Nanocrystalline silicon growth is a complex phenomenon and still a topic of research. Unlike amorphous silicon, the growth of the film results in a change in the morphology of the growing layers. Material becomes more crystalline on increasing thickness. On increasing the crystallinity, the surface of ncSi becomes rough. The name nanocrystalline silicon suggests that it has nanometer sized crystalline silicon embedded inside thin amorphous silicon tissue. To understand the growth process of the film, we have to look at various stages of the growth. Nucleation process is the very first step of the growth, which literally decides the sites for crystal growth. Collins et al. have shown the nucleating sites with the help of a TEM image in fig 2.1 where the conical fashion growth of ncSi:H is visible [16]. Bailat et al. has also argued that the initial nucleation site is primarily decided by the dilution of the gas. More nucleation sites are formed as the dilution increases. Nevertheless, heterophase of aSi:H and ncSi:H also decreases on increasing dilution which suggest that aSi:H seed layer effective thickness decreases as the film grows [17].
2.1 Growth Mechanism of ncSi:H

The growth property of ncSi:H depends on various ways of its fabrication techniques such as RF-PECVD, VHF-PECVD and HW-CVD etc. In this report we would be looking at the growth kinetics with respect to VHF-PECVD systems. The primary reaction of the growth process starts with the dissociation of SiH₄ and H₂ molecule with energetic electrons produced from the glow discharge of the plasma. It has been found that several (~ 5-10 eV) of energy is sufficient to initiate the reaction process. The major advantage of VHF-PECVD system is that we can deposit films at much lower temperatures because of the energetic electrons. Matsuda et. al has suggested that formation of ncSi:H film depends heavily on SiH₃ precursor, atomic hydrogen which plays a vital role on the surface of the forming film,
substrate temperature and power of the ions which are interacting with the film surface [18]. Fig 2.2 shows the relative density of the reactive species formed during the plasma interaction with silane and hydrogen gas. From the fig 2.2 it is evident that apart from SiH$_3$ and H, the rest of the secondary reaction species are less in number.

![Graph showing number density of species in the steady state plasma](image)

Fig 2.2. Steady state density of the reactive species present in the plasma [8]

There are various models which discusses about the growth kinetics of ncSi:H material. We would be looking at these models one by one and understand the differences and the origin of different school of thoughts.

2.1.1 **Surface Diffusion Model:**

Matsuda et. al. proposed this model in 1983 [19]. According to this model atomic Hydrogen plays a key role to initiate the growth process. Large amount of local heating happens when locally two hydrogen atoms bond with each other to produce more stable molecule of H$_2$. The local heating helps SiH$_3$ radical to diffuse on the film surface to get adsorbed on favorable sites. Fig 2.3 explains the model showing the local heating process and the diffusion of SiH$_3$ radical. The systematic breakage and formation of Si-Si bond
helps to form the nanocrystals of silicon. Once the nucleation has taken place the rest of the crystal follows the epitaxial growth.

Fig 2.3: Surface diffusion model for the growth of ncSi:H material [19]

Dalal et. al has proposed that breaking Si-H bond from two adjacent SiH$_3$ is highly unlikely because Si-H bond energy is 2.5eV. The abstraction of hydrogen mainly happens because of the incoming H ion influx which helps to abstract weaker H bonds thus forming Si-Si regular bonds [20].

2.1.2 Etching Model

Tsai et. al proposed the model in 1989 [21]. Etching model came into existence because it was observed that on increasing the dilution growth rate decreases. According to this model as shown in fig 2.4, H atom helps to etch away the weak silicon bonds thus forming new stronger bonds which lead to crystallinity.
2.1.3 Chemical-anneal Model:

Nakamura et. al. proposed the model in 1995 [22]. Chemical anneal is an important fabrication technique to produce high quality aSi:H films. It has been observed that while doing the layer by layer growth and subsequently annealing with hydrogen or heavier inert gases the layers could turn crystalline. Fig 2.5 shows the chemical anneal technique where impinging H atom penetrates deep inside the layer breaking the weaker Si-Si bonds and forming crystalline silicon.
2.2 Very high frequency plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (VHF-PECVD)

PECVD system is widely used as a fabrication tool for depositing thin film silicon solar cell. The main advantage of VHF-PECVD is the ability to deposit films at much lower temperature. The design of the PECVD system is capacitive coupled plasma generator where voltage is applied in between two parallel plate capacitors as shown in fig 2.6. Electric field in between the plates ionizes the gas, producing an avalanche effect. The benefit of very high frequency over DC deposition was first proposed by Robertson et. al. [23] ever since then it grabbed the attention for further improvements. The benefits of high frequency can be summarized into the fig 2.7 where the variation of various parameters has been shown with increasing plasma frequency. On increasing the frequency of the plasma it reduces ion energy which helps to fabricate better quality film. Deposition rate is also an important parameter which increases if frequency is increased; with high deposition rate fabrication time can be reduced. Electron density increase with frequency helps to increase the deposition rate.

There are 3 major components in a PECVD system, pumps, main reaction chamber and the power supply. There are 3 pump systems involved in the system. The roughing (mechanical pump) is connected to the main chamber which helps to lower down the pressure from atmospheric pressure to 1 torr. A two pump system of turbomolecular pump and a backing (mechanical pump) are used to lower down the pressure further to $1 \times 10^{-7}$ torr. Backing pump helps to maintain a low pressure region at the exit of the turbomolecular pump because we cannot pump out from turbo pump to external atmosphere.
Fig 2.6: Schematic diagram of VHF-PECVD system
Fig 2.7: Variation of various Plasma parameters with increase in frequency (a) Sheath Capacitance vs. Frequency [24] (b) Deposition rate vs. frequency [25] (c) Electron density vs. Frequency [26] (d) Ion energy vs. Frequency [27]
When a potential is applied across parallel plate capacitor it creates an electric field. To start the plasma there should be some gas molecules present in between the capacitor plate. High electric field causes rapid increase in energy of an electron which gives rise to various secondary reactions. The ignition of plasma can be explained with the help of a Paschen curve where it shows the sweet spot where the gas breaks down. When an energetic electron collides with the molecule it initiates the following reactions:

1) Dissociation:
   The precursor gas dissociates into free radicals which is responsible for the growth of the thin film.

2) Ionization:
   Ionization is caused when the outer shell electron of an atom receives enough energy that it overcomes its electron affinity. Highly energetic electron can knock out the valence band electron and hence ionize the gas into charged particles. Ionization is not favored for the growth of thin film because it may disrupt the growth by ion-bombardment.

3) Excitation:
   Molecule on impact with an electron hold together but they absorb energy and enter into an excited state called metastable state. Plasma glow discharge gets it characteristic color because of the excitation of the electrons in an atom. When an
electron is excited to higher energy level, it comes back to its ground state, releasing characteristic photon in the form of the energy dissipation.

There are various regions present in a glow discharge. In the glow discharge region multiple ionization and recombination excitation takes place. In the dark regions of the plasma no recombination happens. Plasma can be produced either by DC or AC voltage. For conducting films DC plasma can be used because charges don’t build up on the substrate. In the case of an insulating film electrons forms shielded cover if DC voltage is used. Alternating voltage at certain frequency helps to prevent the charging. In the industry 13.56MHz is commonly used to prevent any interference with the other communication devices. For thin film deposition we have used very high frequency (VHF) plasma for the film growth. The frequency range is from 45-47MHz. There are other advantages of using VHF voltages. These electromagnetic waves couple energy into the plasma much more efficiently than DC. The major reason of using VHF plasma is to decrease the ion bombardment on the film. The interfaces of the film are prone to damage by highly energetic ions which needs to be avoided. If very low frequency is used then the behavior of the plasma would be similar to DC plasma. Non conducting electrode will be charged up quickly. On the other hand if ultra-high frequency is used then heavy ions will get stuck to their location because now they would be immobile. Therefore, we always work in the moderate range of the frequency.
2.3 Nanocrystalline silicon solar cell designs

A simple solar cell is made up of either p-i-n or n-i-p structure where the intrinsic (i-layer) plays the important role of absorbing the photons and generating power. The electrical equivalent of a solar cell would be a diode. Fig 2.8 shows the schematic of a simple nanocrystalline silicon solar cell.

![Schematic cross sectional diagram of a simple nanocrystalline silicon solar cell](image)

Fig 2.8: Schematic cross sectional diagram of a simple nanocrystalline silicon solar cell

The base of the cell should have few important features such as mechanical stability, sustainability at high temperatures, non-reactive in nature and ability to back-reflect light so that efficiency of the solar cell can be increased. At the bottom we deposit 0.3 um thickness of phosphorus doped aSi:H n+ which acts as the electron collecting layer. On top of n+ a thin buffer layer of aSi:H which acts as the seed layer for the ncSi:H film, seed layer is lightly doped with PH$_3$ which helps to reduce the series resistance of the cell. The vital function of the buffer layer before starting ncSi:H is to provide nucleation sites for the growth and prevent any diffusion of PH$_3$ from n+ to the main i-layer. Before depositing p+ another thin buffer layer of aSi:H is deposited which helps to increase the Voc of the cell.
and prevents any oxidation of the ncSi:H. Finally after ncSi:H p+, the cell is coated with an anti-reflecting coating of ITO with Aluminum bus bar to reduce the series resistance further.

The unique growth mechanism of ncSi:H helped to drive the development of many novel ncSi:H solar cell designs. These designs evolved to compensate the crystalline fraction in the film. Nanocrystalline silicon unlike amorphous silicon follows a complicated and a specific pattern to evolve. Collins et. al has shown that the material grows in the conical fashion and hence becoming more and more crystalline as it grows [16]. Kocka et. al. has shown further that the high crystallinity at the end of the device gives rise to grain boundary collision of the growing grains as shown in fig 2.9. These grain boundaries are the potential sites of defect where impurities like oxygen, carbon and nitrogen can go and sit. Impurities at the large grain boundaries act as a potential site for recombination which results in reduction of open circuit voltage of the cell. Prevention of the formation of these large grain boundaries can be solved by adopting a suitable solar cell design [28].
2.3.1 Hydrogen profile design

Hydrogen profile (HP) technique helps to reduce the large grain boundary formation in ncSi:H solar cells. Yan and Guha et. al. showed successfully that by systematically changing the dilution ratio as the material grows one can control the crystalline volume fraction. Fig 2.10(a) shows the Raman graph of various thickness of ncSi:H material grown by HP technique. It clearly shows similar crystallinity for both thin and thick film. Fig 2.10(b) shows the increase in crystallinity as the film grows thicker if dilution is kept constant [29].

Fig 2.9: Schematic diagram of ncSi:H material with density of states [28]
2.3.2 Power profile device

Recently Han et al. discovered that we can control the crystallinity of the growing ncSi:H film by changing the power. Nanocrystalline silicon becomes more crystalline on increasing the power so we can control the crystallinity by decreasing the power as the film grows. This method not only helps to control the growth of ncSi:H but reduction in power results to reduced ion-bombardment which further helps to improve the film quality [30].

Fig 2.11: (a) Enhancement in the property of cell with power profile, (b) Crystallization variation with thickness of the film [30]
2.3.3 Superlattice design

Dalal and Atul et. al. proposed that if we could use thin aSi:H film to inhibit the growth of ncSi:H film, that should help to prevent the large grain boundary formation. The idea behind the superlattice structure is to fabricate layer by layer structure where individual ncSi:H film thickness is kept thin around 50-100 nm. Individual aSi:H acts as the new incubation layer for the next ncSi:H. Fig 2.12 is the schematic image of the SL structure with alternating amorphous and nanocrystalline layers. Thin amorphous layer is kept 5-10nm which is good enough to inhibit the growth of underneath ncSi:H. Thicker aSi:H layer may have problems such as tunneling and poor collection of carriers, therefore aSi:H thickness needs to be controlled [31-35]

Fig 2.12: Schematic diagram of the superlattice structure showing the layer by layer growth of the film.
CHAPTER 3. CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

Solar cell properties can be determined by using various electrical and optical characterization techniques [36, 37]. The superior quality of i-layer determines the high efficiency of a solar cell which involves both film quality and device quality [38]. Optimum crystallization and larger grain size are few requirements for a good ncSi:H solar cell, which can only be determined by initial characterization of ncSi:H film. Nevertheless, various device characterizations also help to improve the device quality.

3.1 Current-Voltage experiment (IV)

IV experiment is one of the important experiments of a solar cell device which helps to evaluate its efficiency. It tells us about the open circuit voltage which is the voltage across the load when no current is flowing. Short circuit current is the current when load across the cell is shorted. Fig 3.1 is a typical graph of an IV curve with efficiency defined as the ratio of power from solar cell by power input. The equations shown below collectively determine the quality of the solar cell and hence its efficiency [39]

\[
\text{Efficiency} = \frac{V_{oc} \times FF \times J_{sc}}{P_{in}}
\]

\[
FF = \frac{I_{m}V_{m}}{I_{sc}J_{sc}}
\]

\[
V_{oc} = \frac{kT}{q} \ln\left(\frac{J_{sc}}{I_{0}} + 1\right)
\]
Fig 3.1: Current voltage characteristic of a photovoltaic device.

There are various ways to enhance Jsc, Voc and FF. To increase the current we need thick absorbing layer and efficient light trapping techniques [40]. Back-Reflectors will be discussed in the later chapter; we will discuss the working and various methods to prepare the Back-Reflector. Voc depends mainly on two factors in ncSi:H solar cell, (1) % crystallinity of the i-layer, and (2) Interfaces present in the device which helps to control the reverse saturation current, Jo [41]. Fig 3.2 shows the cross-sectional diagram of a ncSi:H solar cell where all of the interfaces are labeled. We did careful study of each interface to see their effect on Voc variation. Guha et. al. also suggested that by careful passivation of the interfaces we can reduce Jo and hence increase Voc [42,43].
1) Amorphous silicon seed layer is used to initiate the growth process of ncSi:H. On changing the property of the seed layer we could control the Voc. On making aSi:H seed layer thick we can passivate the n+/i-layer interface properly which helps to increase the Voc. Fig3.3 shows the increase in Voc on decreasing H₂/SiH₄ ratio in the seed layer. The disadvantage of using thick seed layer is increase in series resistance. Fig3.3 shows the variation of Jsc and FF with aSi:H thickness which clearly proves that thick aSi:H leads to lower FF because of high series resistance. The origin of high series resistance can be explained with the help of a band-diagram at the n+/i-layer interface. We observe a barrier for electron, which increases on increasing the seed layer thickness.
2) The i-layer of ncSi:H solar cell is a composition of both amorphous and crystalline phase. On increasing the amorphous phase in i-layer we can increase Voc because Jo reduces. I-layer crystallinity can be controlled by changing the deposition parameters such as dilution ratio, temperature and power. Increasing the amorphous phase beyond a limit makes the material property poor which leads to collection problem. The optimum level of crystallinity should be close to 50% crystalline and 50% amorphous phase for high efficiency solar cells.

Fig 3.4: I-V curve of two cells with different i-layer dilution.

- $H_2/\text{SiH}_4 = 17$
  - Voc 0.46, Jsc 14.5mA/cm², FF 73.1
- $H_2/\text{SiH}_4 = 14$
  - Voc 0.51, Jsc 14.02mA/cm², FF 72.2
3) Amorphous silicon is an excellent passivating layer. Before p+ a thin cap layer of aSi:H is used to passivate the i-layer/p+ interface and to prevent any oxidation of ncSi:H i-layer during transfer from one PECVD system to another. Guha et. al. argues that if we could control the thickness of aSi:H cap layer we could decrease the surface recombination. Fig 3.5 shows the effect of aSi:H thickness on Voc. The cap layer thickness is very crucial because if we deposit thick layers then it would form a barrier for hole transfer. Fig 3.5 also shows the I-V curve of identical cells with various aSi:H cap layer.

![Fig 3.5: I-V curve and Voc variation on increasing aSi:H cap layer thickness.](image)

\[
V_{oc} = \frac{kT}{q} \ln \left( \frac{I_{sc}}{I_o} + 1 \right)
\]

4) The last interface of ncSi:H solar cell is the p+/i-layer interface. Thickness of p+ layer is kept very thin to prevent any loss of current at lower wavelength of light. Nanocrystalline silicon p+ is used because it acts as a transparent window layer for
lower wavelength. Moreover, ncSi:H has high conductivity which helps to achieve high FF in the solar cell. On top of ncSi:H p+ we cap it with thin aSi:H p+ to prevent any oxidation of ncSi:H p+. Fig 3.6 shows the variation of Voc on increasing the thickness of ncSi p+. On increasing thickness of ncSi p+ we observe negligible change in Voc but drop in current density because of loss of lower wavelength photon.

![Graph showing variation of Voc and QE on increasing the thickness of ncSi:H p+](image)

Fill factor of a device primarily depends upon three major properties known as series resistance, shunt resistance and collection property. If we look at the equivalent circuit of a solar cell as shown in fig 3.7 we observe that if series resistance is high then the power loss because of it would be $I^2R_s$ whereas if shunt resistance is low then most of the current will leak and we would end up with lower current density. Collection property of a device is equally important because poor collection will lead to lower output power.
3.2 Quantum efficiency experiment (QE)

Quantum efficiency experiment explains the behavior of a solar cell at various wavelength of the solar spectrum [44]. QE is a ratio of collected electron or hole with respect to the incident photon. Higher QE gives us higher current density of a device. QE can be done at a bias voltage to study the material property. If ncSi:H is more n-type it leads to hole collection problem, it will be visible on plotting the ratio of QE at 0V and at a bias voltage. If QE ratio is high at 400nm then it is an indication of a very poor interface property in between p and I layer. Similarly if QE ratio is high at 800-900nm then it is an indication of poor material property in bulk of the i layer in an n-i-p cell. To measure QE, we measure the current from the sample, and divide by the current induced at the same wavelength in a reference sample. Fig 3.8 shows the schematic diagram of the QE setup clearly showing all of the parts.
The QE setup consists of:

1) A monochromator: It is used to generate light at a particular wavelength by using a grating structure. The wavelength of the incident light can be changed by changing the grating spacing with the help of a knob.

2) Chopper: Monochromator source should be converted to a suitable AC signal so that lock-in amplifier can detect it. Chopper is used to convert the monochromatic light from DC to an AC signal of frequency 13.56 MHz.

3) Filters at 580nm, 700nm, 900nm and 1020nm: The monochromator grating structure fails to isolate the second, third and so forth order of the signal. These filters are used to lower down the noise from the lower harmonics.

4) DC bias light: It is an essential component of a QE system. We use DC bias to fix the quasi fermi levels. If we fail to do so then for each and every wavelength the position of the quasi Fermi level would change, generating more carriers from the trap levels. DC bias light should have sufficiently high intensity as compared to the AC monochromator signal to work effectively.

5) Lock-in amplifier: AC signal of the source is detected by the lock-in amplifier. It only detects the signal flowing at 13.56MHz frequency which helps us to isolate the system from the ambient AC (at different frequency) sources of light.

6) Lens and Mirrors: They play a crucial role to focus and concentrate the monochromatic light on the sample. Special care should be taken while handling the optics. Minor stains or finger prints causes huge change in the reflectivity of the mirrors. It has also been
observed that metal used on the back side of the mirror also affects the spectrum intensity. For Aluminum we use a factor of 0.9 to account for its absorption of the light at the lower wavelength of the spectrum.

![Schematic diagram of the QE setup](image)

**Fig 3.8: Schematic diagram of the QE setup**

### 3.3 Diffusion length calculation

Nanocrystalline silicon is inherently n type material which makes holes the minority carrier. To study the device property and collection of holes we need to calculate the diffusion length. QE vs. bias experiment not only helps to determine the diffusion length but it also graphically shows the ease of collection of holes [45-50].

Prob of absorption = $ae^{-ax}$

Prob of collection = $e^{-x/l_p}$

$QE \propto 1 - a e^{-ax} + a \int_0^x e^{-ax} e^{-x/l_p} dx$
\[
QE \propto \alpha Wd + \frac{\alpha Lp}{1 + \alpha Lp} (1 - e^{(Wd-\tau)Lp}) \\
\frac{QE}{\alpha} \propto Wd + Lp (1 - e^{(Wd-\tau)Lp}) \\
Wd = \frac{\varepsilon A}{C}
\]

The equations involved for the calculation of diffusion length requires both QE vs. bias and high frequency CV data. To calculate the depletion width capacitance value corresponding to the applied bias is used. On plotting both experimental and theoretical QE values we could determine the diffusion length [51-53].

### 3.4 Capacitance-Voltage experiment (CV)

Nanocrystalline silicon properties critically depends upon the passivation of the grain boundaries with aSi:H and hydrogen. Impurities such as oxygen make the film unintentionally n type in nature. Hole is the minority carrier and its lifetime decreases severely as the film becomes more n type. Calculation of the defect density thus becomes important experiment to evaluate the quality of the absorbing layer. Kimerling et.al. have showed that defect density can be calculated by studying the CV at low frequency (100Hz) [54]. Fig 3.9(a) shows the variation of Capacitance on increasing the reverse bias voltage. Fig 3.9(b) shows the variation of defects on increasing the doping density which correspond one to one increase in defect density on increasing PH\textsubscript{3}. For good device quality ppm amount of boron doping is important to counter the unintentional oxygen doping. Extreme
care should also be taken to add exact calculated amount of TMB otherwise after compensating oxygen TMB starts to dope the material.

In fig 3.9(a) there are two distinct regions with different slope at low frequency which suggest the presence of two types of defect states present in the material. Deep level and shallow level traps can be activated at various frequency and reverse bias voltage. At low frequency and low reverse bias only shallow traps play the key role but as the reverse bias voltage increases deep level traps also starts to show up in the experiment. On calculating both the slopes we can calculate the deep and shallow level traps separately by using the equation shown below. C is the capacitance, V is the voltage applied, Na is the defect density.

\[
\frac{1}{C^2} = \frac{2}{q\varepsilon_S} \frac{V_a}{N_a}
\]
The i-layer thickness of the device can also be calculated by using high frequency CV experiment. At very high frequency such as 100 kHz the carriers fails to see the traps and gets accumulated at the edges of the p+ and n+. On applying simple equation of a capacitor we can get the i-layer thickness at high reverse bias [55].

3.5 X-ray diffraction

Grain size of ncSi:H is determined by XRD experiment [56-59]. By using Braggs law we know that for every plane there exist a characteristic peak at a particular 2θ angle. The angle corresponds to the constructive interference of the X-rays. Scherer’s equation is used to calculate the grain size. For ncSi:H there are two planes of particular interest, <111> and <220>. Study of <220> grain size variation is important because <220> improves the quality of the material by assisting in the carrier transportation. We have also observed that <220> grain size helps to improve the current by absorbing more photons. There are various ways to increase <220> grain size particularly by increasing deposition temperature and pressure. <111> grains are the result of random nucleation. Fig shows the typical graph of XRD with <111> plane at 28, <220> at 46, <311> at 56 and at 44 we are getting the characteristic peak of stainless steel substrate.

Fig 3.10: XRD graph of ncSi:H material deposited on SS substrate
3.6 Raman experiment

Nanocrystalline silicon is a mixture of both amorphous and crystalline phase. Determining the percentage crystallinity is very important for better device quality. It has been discussed that best material is deposited at the transition of amorphous and crystalline phase. High amorphous content deteriorates the quality by inhibiting the transport property whereas high crystalline fraction will lead to cracks which lead to defect formation. Amorphous silicon tissue contains huge amount of hydrogen which helps to passivate the grain boundaries [60-63].

Raman spectroscopy is used for the measurement of % crystallinity. Wavelength of the laser light is important because different wavelength of laser will show crystallinity of various depths. When laser photons interacts with the material atoms, two types of collision happens. The elastic collision where no loss of energy occurs is known as Rayleigh scattering. The important phenomenon is the inelastic collision of photons which is known as Raman scattering. When photon interacts with the atom which is at certain vibrational energy it excites the electron to a virtual energy state. On relaxation when the electron comes back to the ground state, either it goes to higher energy state (energy is lost) or it goes to lower energy state (energy is gained). With this shift in energy the resulting photon is slightly shifted to either high or low depending upon stoke or anti-stoke phenomena. Raman machine measures the difference in between reciprocal of the incident and the resulting photon wavelength. Amorphous silicon material doesn’t have long range order so we get a Gaussian distribution of signal, distributed over wide range with peak at 480cm\textsuperscript{-1}. 

In the case of crystalline silicon because of the long range order we get sharp lorentzian distribution at 521 cm\(^{-1}\) as shown in fig 3.11.

![Diagram of Raman and Rayleigh phenomena](image)

Fig 3.11: Schematic diagram of the Raman and Rayleigh phenomena

Raman measurement involves laser excitation of a particular wavelength. The wavelength of the laser is chosen according to the depth of penetrating required for the analysis. Higher wavelength laser will be absorbed deep in the material hence we could analyze deeper in the film as compared to lower wavelength. Using proper intensity of laser beam is important to prevent any unwanted crystallization because of high power. Fig 3.12 shows the variation of three major parameters which we could change during Raman measurement. Laser intensity can be changed according to the film property; organic samples require much lower intensity as compared to inorganic samples. If using lower intensity it may have high noise to signal ratio which could be reduced by high exposure time and large accumulations. Fig 3.12 is the power variation on thin film which clearly shows that on using high intensity (25mW) laser it turns the film crystalline. On reducing power and increasing exposure time and accumulations we could get the correct data with little noise.
Fig 3.12: Raman measurement done on various samples to show the effect of various components which could affect the measurement
3.7 Optical experiments

Thickness of ncSi:H film is calculated by using spectrophotometry technique. Thin film structures have a series of interferences which forms peaks and valleys at corresponding wavelengths. These peaks and valleys are used to calculate thickness by using the equation shown below where $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are two adjacent peaks or valleys having refractive index $n_1$ and $n_2$ respectively [64-67]

$$t = \frac{\lambda_1 \times \lambda_2}{2 \times (n_1 \lambda_2 \times n_2 \lambda_1)}$$

3.8 Capacitance-frequency experiment (Cf)

Cf experiment can be done on thin film solar cell to study the defect density in the absorbing layer. Fig 3.13 showing the schematic image of various transition of carrier which helps to determine shallow and deep level defects

$$N_t(E_\omega) = -\frac{U_d}{qW} \frac{dC}{d\omega} \frac{\omega}{kT}$$

$$E_\omega = kT \ln\left(\frac{2\nu_0}{\omega}\right)$$

Fig 3.13: Various transitions of electron to evaluate defect density
CHAPTER 4. GROWTH PROPERTY OF aSiGe/ncSi SUPERLATTICE SOLAR CELL

4.1 Motivation for aSiGe:H

Amorphous silicon germanium has great potential in photovoltaic because of its ability to change band-gap on changing the germanium content in the material. Fig 4.1 shows the variation of the absorption coefficient of the material on increasing the germanium content.

Fig 4.1: Increase in absorption coefficient on increasing the Germanium content in aSiGe:H [70]
The composition of aSiGe:H strongly dependent on the deposition conditions such as SiH₄/GeH₄ ratio, power, temperature and pressure. Generally it is observed that germanium content in the solid state of the film is much higher than the gas phase ratio. It implies that GeH₄ can easily be deposited with higher deposition rate as compared to silicon. The preferential incorporation of germanium makes aSiGe:H an interesting material for solar cell technology [71-76]

Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (aSi:H) and nanocrystalline silicon (ncSi:H) are key materials for the fabrication of low cost thin film solar cells [77]. The structural and electronic properties of amorphous semiconductors have been studied extensively [78], with much understanding of how the electronic properties relate to local structural order [78]. An extensive understanding of the structural and electronic properties of ncSi:H has emerged from atomistic studies [79,80]. These studies have elucidated the phase boundaries between nano-crystallites and aSi:H and the H-distribution in ncSi:H [81] and the temperature dependent evolution of H from ncSi:H [82]. aSi:H and its alloys suffer from the well-known light-induced degradation and metastability or the Staebler-Wronksi effect[83]. Metastability in aSi:H has a rich history of models and theories [78,83]. Atomistic studies have identified the metastability in aSi:H as arising from the breaking of weak silicon bonds [84], accompanied by structural rearrangements in the network, that can account for electron-spin resonance data, defect kinetics [85], charged metastable defects and hysteretic defect annealing[84]. In contrast to the H-collision model [86] has been proposed to explain metastability through the rupture of Si-H, followed by H-motion, leading to H-
induced complexes in the network [86,87]. It has been recognized that H motion can occur by rupture and formation of silicon bonds [88] in the amorphous network, and the role of H has been implicated as the origin of metastability [83]. Local H-motion and flipping of SiH bonds also leads to a metastable state that can account for infrared absorption changes on light soaking [89], in contrast to metastable changes in H-bonding[90] where H bonds to weak silicon bonds.

Stability of aSiGe:H was explained by Stabler and Wronski. The mechanism of the degradation can be explained by the following initiation of the steps:

1) Amorphous silicon is a disordered structure with weak bonds. These bonds break because of the charge-induced action which forms metastable dangling bonds.

2) Weak bond in amorphous tissue can be defined as the trapping of photoexcited electrons and holes in the band tail state of amorphous silicon.

3) The rate of increase of dangling bond depends on increase in disorder structure which increases the tail states.

The advantage of the superior optical properties of aSiGe:H and superior electrical properties of ncSi:H can be utilized to fabricate high efficiency solar cell. Superlattice structure will be used with aSiGe:H as the seed layer for every ncSi:H layer. Before going into details of the experiment we would look at the nucleation process of ncSi:H on aSiGe:H seed layer [91,92]
4.2 Simulation of aSiGe/ncSi superlattice

4.2.1 Constant germanium in superlattice

A simple simulation was done where 12 cycles of aSiGe:H and ncSi:H layers were considered. Fig 4.2 shows the calculation and the enhancement in current of the solar cell. We considered no back reflection and perfect material where every carrier is collected. The individual layer of ncSi is 70nm, aSiGe 5nm and total layer thickness 0.9 um. We have considered 25nm of ncSi p+ to replicate similar QE values obtained in our experiment. We have also considered no reflection from the top ITO surface, to keep the calculations simple.

\[ J_1 = qN_0 \left( 1 - e^{-\alpha_n t_n} \right) \]
\[ J_{23} = qN_0 \left( e^{-(1.11 \alpha_n t_n + 1.11 \alpha_a t_a)} \right) \left( 1 - e^{-\alpha_n t_n} \right) \]

![Fig 4.2: Simulation showing the enhancement in current density because of aSiGe:H layer.](image-url)
4.2.2 Simulation of step graded GeH₄ superlattice

A new set of simulation work is done where germanium content is changed in steps. The following simulation is a continuation of the above explained equation but with 4 different absorption coefficients. The inspiration behind the simulation is to improve the collection of the carriers even further. On grading GeH₄, we start with low GeH₄/SiH₄ ratio changed to higher ratio as the device grows. Fig4.3 shows the schematic diagram of the SL structure. In this simulation we considered band gap variation as 1.8eV, 1.65eV, 1.5eV and 1.35eV. 3 cycles for each band gap of aSiGe with 4 total band-gaps makes 12 cycles, which corresponds to 0.9nm of total i-layer thickness. The individual layer thickness of ncSi is 70nm and amorphous layer is 5nm. Device has 25nm of ncSi p+ on the top which absorbs the lower wavelength of the solar spectrum. The detailed equation is explained in the Appendix. Fig is the QE curve and the total current obtained from the simulation. The equation is the current density for the 1st layer and the last 23rd layer.

\[ J_1 = qN_0(1 - e^{-\alpha_n l_n}) \]
\[ J_{23} = qN_0(e^{-(11\alpha_n t_n + 3\alpha_1 t_a + 3\alpha_2 t_a + 3\alpha_3 t_a + 2\alpha_4 t_a)}(1 - e^{-\alpha_n t_n})) \]

Fig 4.3: Cross sectional image of a SL device with 4 step graded aSiGe band-gaps
Fig 4.4: QE graph of the step graded simulation and QE comparison of various thickness of the aSiGe layer.

On comparing the QE curves with various thickness of aSiGe it is clearly evident that superior optical property of aSiGe helps to increase the current density from 13.47mA/cm² (No amorphous layer) to 16.5mA/cm² (10nm of aSiGe layer). We also observe current enhancement at the right spectral range where aSiGe strongly absorbs photons.

4.3 Growing ncSi:H on aSiGe:H seed layer

Initially we started with a simple hydrogen profile device with aSiGe:H as a seed layer. The experiment showed the unique behavior of aSiGe:H as a seed layer. We found that nucleation process is not same as aSi:H. In the case of aSiGe:H it is difficult to initiate the nucleation process. Fig 4.5 shows the IV curve of various hydrogen profile devices made on aSiGe:H. We used high dilution and high power to initiate the nucleation process [93].
The barrier problem was solved by doping the seed layer with high amount of ppm PH₃ and grading GeH₄. PH₃ dopes the seed layer n type hence it helps to lower down Ec which helps electron to get collected in n+ without any restriction. Grading GeH₄ reduces Ge content in the film which helps to initiate the nucleation process. Grading GeH₄ also grades Ev which helps to collect holes generated in the seed layer. Hydrogen profile experiment with aSiGe:H seed layer helped us to understand the nucleation process but it was equally important to study the enhancement in current if we make the SL structure.

4.4 Growth property of (aSiGe/ncSi) Superlattice

Germane was used only in the amorphous cycle and flows were kept from 0 to 10% of the silane flow. High power and high dilution were used specifically because we have already
seen that it is difficult to initiate the nucleation of ncSi:H on aSiGe:H. Fig 4.6 shows the variation in crystallinity as germane was increased in the amorphous cycle. This experiment correlated to the hydrogen profile experiment where we showed difficulty in the nucleation process with increase in germanium content in the seed layer. The crystallinity drops sharply from 58% to 38% as germane increases which proves that it is a serious problem during the fabrication process.

Fig 4.6: Variation in crystallinity on increasing the germane flow in the amorphous cycle

We have also reported the behavior of crystallization on changing the thickness of various layers. Fig 4.7 shows the variation of crystallinity on changing ncSi:H and aSiGe:H layers keeping the dilution ratio and power constant. Increase in ncSi:H layer thickness helps to make the material more crystalline whereas increasing the amorphous cycle time increases the amorphous content in the film.
Superlattice structure helps to control the crystallinity of the material by inhibiting the growth of ncSi:H. The amorphous layer helps to prevent the large grain boundary formation. To show the control of crystallinity we have deposited SL and constant dilution films for various thickness ranges. On comparing the change in crystallinity as the film grows we can show that SL successfully controls the crystallinity as shown in fig 4.8.
Germanium content in the film increases on increasing GeH$_4$ proportion in the reaction zone. Fig 4.9 shows the increase in germanium content on increasing % flow of GeH$_4$ gas in sccm. For this particular experiment deposition condition was kept similar to what we used for SL deposition (H$_2$ 80sccm, SiH$_4$ 4sccm, power 3.5W, temperature 275C and pressure 100mT).
Grain size variation is an important study to achieve superior quality ncSi. Larger grains have higher current and better transportation of carriers. SL devices help to control the crystallinity and from the previous study we have also seen thin aSi layer helps to terminate the growth of ncSi. Therefore, amorphous layer thickness and its properties play vital role in determining the growth morphology of ncSi layer. On increasing germanium content in aSiGe:H, it prohibits the growth of ncSi:H. Similarly on comparing aSi/ncSi SL and aSiGe/ncSi SL it is clearly seen that aSiGe/ncSi SL have smaller grain size. It can be explained by the poor nucleation facilitating environment when ncSi is grown on aSiGe.
Fig 4.11: XRD graph of aSi/ncSi and aSiGe/ncSi SL with the grain size of <111> and <220>
CHAPTER 5. DEVICE PROPERTY OF aSiGe/ncSi
SUPERLATTICE SOLAR CELL

5.1 (aSiGe/ncSi) superlattice solar cell

(aSiGe/ncSi) SL device is a layer by layer structure of aSiGe:H and ncSi:H. The individual thicknesses of amorphous and nanocrystalline layer can be controlled, which helps to maintain the crystallinity of the growing film. Fig5.1 is the cross-sectional schematic image of an aSiGe/ncSi SL. Amorphous and nanocrystalline properties are mainly controlled by changing the power. At lower power ~ 3W film is amorphous whereas at high power ~ 30W film grows in the nanocrystalline regime. Dilution of H2/SiH4, pressure and temperature are kept constant through the process of SL. We may go for selective doping which we will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.

Fig 5.1: Schematic diagram of SL with amorphous and nanocrystalline layers
5.2 Enhancement in QE on increasing germanium content in aSiGe:H Layer

On increasing germanium content in aSiGe:H there is one to one increase in absorption coefficient of the SL which helps to harvest more photons. The simulation result showed an increment of ~ 2mA/cm². Experimentally we found the results very much in agreement to the simulation data. Fig 5.2 shows the comparison of experimental QE with increase in germanium content in aSiGe:H layer. Current density increases on increasing the germanium content in aSiGe:H amorphous layer. The comparison was done at -1V bias voltage because at high reverse bias we would be able to collect most of the carriers generated in the i-layer. Devices made with aSiGe:H showed severe collection problem at lower reverse bias and forward bias of compared to aSi/ncSi SL. The enhancement is mainly observed in between (550-900) nm range where we should expect to get the enhancement from aSiGe:H.

Fig 5.2: Enhancement in QE response on increasing the Ge content in aSiGe:H layer
To solve the collection problem various methods were used during fabrication of the device. We know that SL structure is made up of alternate layers of amorphous and nanocrystalline silicon. Individual amorphous and nanocrystalline layer property are important because they help to collect the carriers. Inherent n-type property of ncSi:H has adverse effect on hole collection. To effectively collect the holes and electrons we can selectively dope the layers with ppm amount of dopants such as TMB and PH$_3$.

5.2.1 **Grading germane in the amorphous cycle**

Grading germane help holes to collect from the amorphous layer to ncSi:H layer as shown in fig5.3. Constant ppm TMB was used during the initial growth of SL to compensate residual PH$_3$ or oxygen contamination.

![Grading of germane helps to assist the hole collection](image)

Collection improves on grading germane in amorphous layer. Grading also helps to assist the nucleation process because for ncSi:H, seed layer would have less germanium content.
Major disadvantage of grading germane is the incorporation of less germane in the amorphous layer hence it result to lower current than expected. Fig5.4 is the best device we have got with grading of Germane. Both QE vs bias and QE ratio suggest hole collection problem.

Fig 5.4: QE and IV of the best device got by grading GeH₄ in aSiGe layer

To study the graded aSiGe/ncSi SL in detail we did a series of experiment. Various important parameters of a solar cell such as Jsc, FF and Voc were compared and plotted to see if it has any relation with germanium content in the amorphous layer. Fig5.5 shows the comparison graphs where it clearly shows a trend for each of them. The motivation of carrying this experiment to solve the problem of low Voc. We observed that aSiGe/ncSi SL have lower Voc if compared to aSi/ncSi SL. If we observe the trend of raman crystallization it shows that the material growth is becoming less crystalline on increasing germanium content. On comparing Voc we observe an opposite trend with respect to raman crystallinity. From previous study we know for aSi/ncSi SL on decreasing % crystallinity helps to reduce Jo which helps to increase Voc. The opposite trend in aSiGe/ncSi SL can be explained with the help of Jo. If germanium content is increased in aSiGe:H then it
introduces more defects which increases $J_0$ hence decreases $V_{oc}$. The increase in defect was also confirmed by doing Cf experiment on similar samples.

Fig 5.5: Experimental result of graded GeH4 SL devices with two series of experiment shown in red and blue color.
5.2.2 No selective doping of both aSiGe:H and ncSi:H layer

Doping layers selectively may help the collection of carriers with the help of decrease in barrier height. ppm TMB and ppm PH$_3$ were used to dope the layers differently. When we started with aSiGe/ncSi SL we didn’t dope anything and the result was a poor quality device. The IV curve in fig5.6 shows the poor collection of carriers and hence low FF. The motivation of doping the layers was definitely driven by the preliminary results where we had problems with carrier collection.

![IV curve of a poor quality aSiGe/ncSi SL without any selective doping scheme.](image)

5.2.3 Doping only aSiGe:H with ppm TMB

On doping aSiGe:H layer with ppmTMB it raises the height of Ev and Ec as shown in fig5.7. On raising the level of Ec and Ev, it increases the barrier for both the hole and the electron generated in aSiGe:H layer.
QE curve and QE vs. bias curve shows clearly the electron collection problem as shown in fig5.8. The Quantum efficiency experiment was done at -1V and 0V bias where we see high collection problem at lower wavelength. The lower wavelength light absorbed near the p-i interface of the device, there is no problem for the hole collection near p-i interface but electrons have to diffuse through the n-layer to get collected in n+. If we see collection problem near 400nm then it implies electron collection problem. QE vs bias data explains how effectively we are collecting the holes. Fig5.8 QE vs bias data does show poor collection of holes in the forward bias when the electric field is weak.
5.2.4 Doping aSiGe:H with ppm TMB and ncSi:H with ppm PH$_3$

We have already discussed earlier the inherent n type nature of the nanocrystalline silicon. Doping ncSi:H with ppm PH$_3$ makes the material more n type and lifetime of holes decreases drastically. Fig5.9 is the band diagram of the ncSi:H layer doped with PH$_3$ and aSiGe:H doped with ppm TMB. Fig5.10 is the QE and QE vs. bias graph of the device which shows drastic hole collection because of decrease in the diffusion length.

![Band diagram of ncSi:H doped with ppm PH$_3$ and aSiGe:H doped with ppm TMB](image1)

![QE and QE vs. bias graph](image2)

If there is hole collection problem in the device then it would appear as high QE ratio at higher wavelengths. The reason is the high absorption length of high wavelength photon.
Higher wavelength photons gets absorbed near the n-i interface of the device. There is no problem for the electron collection but for holes they have to diffuse through the i-layer to reach p+. Doping ncSi:H reduces the lifetime and hence reduces the diffusion length of the holes. QE vs bias data also shows the characteristic problem of hole collection. Even at high reverse bias we see the hole collection problem.

5.2.5 Doping aSiGe:H with ppm PH$_3$ and ncSi:H with ppm TMB

Figure 5.11 shows the band diagram of the SL doped with ppm PH$_3$ in aSiGe:H and ppm TMB in ncSi:H. ppm PH$_3$ helps to decrease the barrier height for both electron and holes. The main purpose of adding TMB in the ncSi:H cycle is to compensate any contamination of PH$_3$. It has been observed that ncSi:H gets very easily contaminated with PH$_3$, for the same reason we do a dummy run with TMB after initial PH$_3$ grading. In this set of experiment optimizing the dopants is very crucial to obtain a good device.

Fig 5.11: Band diagram of aSiGe:H doped with ppm PH$_3$ and ncSi:H with ppm TMB
Fig 5.12 shows the QE and QE vs bias graph along with the IV curve. There is hole collection problem which could be solved by further optimization of the dopant quantity. The QE current at -1V bias is 15.65 mA/cm² which is high as compared to aSi:H SL devices made with similar parameters.

![IV, QE and QE vs. bias data](image)

Fig 5.12: IV, QE and QE vs. bias data of the device doped with ppm PH₃ in aSiGe:H and ppm TMB in ncSi:H

5.2.6 Doping only ncSi:H with ppm TMB

On doping only ncSi with ppm TMB it causes electron collection problem similar to case (b). Adding TMB in the device is vital and tricky at the same time. To understand the device behavior we need to first study the compensating and doping nature of TMB. The ppm amount of TMB always help to compensate residual oxygen present in the reactor.
chamber. It helps to increase the hole lifetime. At the same time if TMB amount exceeds the required amount then it starts to dope the material. This affects the electron collection and we see drop in FF.

### 5.3 Increasing aSiGe:H layer time (thickness)

Increasing Germanium content helps to increase the current. If we could make thicker aSiGe:H layers then it would absorb more photons. A systematic set of experiment was done in which aSiGe:H layer thickness was increased while keeping rest of the parameters same. It was observed that on increasing the thickness we could further improve the current density by 2mA/cm$^2$, provided we maintain the crystallinity. In the previous study it was shown that on increasing either Germanium or thickness of aSiGe:H layer, it inhibits the growth of ncSi:H.

![Experimental QE curves showing the enhancement in the current density on increasing aSiGe:H thickness.](image)

**Fig 5.13:** Experimental QE curves showing the enhancement in the current density on increasing aSiGe:H thickness.
Fig 5.14: Different series in which aSiGe:H layr was increased.
5.4 Grading GeH₄ along cycles in SL

To further improve the collection of holes we came up with an innovative design by applying the principal of grading and selective doping. Holes generated near n+ have most difficulty for the collection because they have to diffuse through the i-layer to get collected in p+. From previous set of experiments we know that aSiGe:H provides poor electrical properties so we can use less GeH₄ in the initial cycles and increase it gradually towards the end. By doing so we would be using high Ge content in aSiGe:H near the depletion width of the device which would further help in the collection. Nevertheless we would also be implementing selective doping (ppm TMB in ncSi layer only). Fig5.15 shows the schematic image of the grading scheme with the IV curve. With this new scheme we were able to achieve over 60% fill factor in aSiGe/ncSi SL devices.

![Schematic structure of the graded GeH₄ SL structure with 4 different step grading showed as 4 different absorption coefficient. IV curve of the best SL device obtained with Voc 0.43, FF 64% and J 15.2mA/cm².](image)

Fig 5.15: Schematic structure of the graded GeH₄ SL structure with 4 different step grading showed as 4 different absorption coefficient. IV curve of the best SL device obtained with Voc 0.43, FF 64% and J 15.2mA/cm².
5.5 Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Result

To prove that aSiGe/ncSi SL helps to increase the current we compared aSi/ncSi SL and aSiGe/ncSi SL. They have similar i-layer thicknesses for the comparison. Simulation was also done by keeping the i-layers 0.95um with ncSi layer 70nm and amorphous layer 5nm. From fig5.16 we can see that simulation result matches very closely to what we get experimentally. The enhancement is exactly at the predicted solar spectrum range which helps to prove that thin aSiGe:H definitely helps to increase the current.

![QE comparison](attachment:image.png)

Fig 5.16: QE comparison of theoretical and experimental work done on aSi/ncSi SL and aSiGe/ncSi SL with same i-layer thickness.
On comparing other device properties we see that aSiGe/ncSi SL have lower Voc as compared to aSi/ncSi SL. Raman experiment explains that it is not the crystallinity which is responsible for lower Voc, since both the devices have similar % crystallinity ~ 55%. Various other experiments were done on these germanium SL to find out the variation of defects. An interesting result was shown by the Cf experiment. It is apparently increase in defect states in the material which could be the reason for lo Voc. Cf experiment shows that on increasing germanium content in the amorphous layer we observe increase in defect density. Fill factor is comparable for both the devices which could have been possible because of step grading and preferential doping of amorphous and nanocrystalline layers.

![Fig 5.17: Cf experiment done on (aSiGe/ncSi) SL with various germanium content in the amorphous layer.](image-url)
CHAPTER 6. NOVEL WAYS TO INCREASE EFFICIENCY OF SOLAR CELLS

6.1 Introduction

Thin film solar cells hold a lot of potential in photovoltaic industry by lowering the cost and processing time. Thin absorbing layer of these solar cells lack the ability to capture all incoming photons. Therefore, light trapping schemes are needed for proper harvesting of the near infra-red wavelengths of light. BR can be used to trap the incoming light with the help of multiple reflections, and scattering which mostly depends on the surface texture of BR. There are various ways to harvest light such as:

1. Annealing silver to form island like structures.
2. Etching ZnO:Al to form irregular craters.
3. Photonic periodic structures.

Nanocrystalline silicon has slightly higher absorption co-efficient than crystalline silicon, typical diffusion lengths are only around 4μm, which in turn implies the intrinsic layer should be around the same thickness. Being an indirect bandgap material thickness of more than 100μm needed for efficient absorption to have efficiencies comparable to that of crystalline silicon solar cells. BR help in minimizing process time by utilizing thinner layers and also increase the absorption by scattering the unabsorbed photons which leads to light trapping and thus increased photo generation.
Figure 6.1 is the schematic diagram of a solar cell with a BR at the bottom. BR has various important components such as, a textured surface which will help to scatter light, a reflecting surface to reflect light without any absorption, and a TCO barrier to prevent silver diffusion in the device. BR is mainly used to harvest the higher wavelength of light because they require large absorption length before they get absorbed [94]

Transparent Conducting Oxide (TCO) is an essential component in a thin film solar cell. TCO has a crucial role as the front contact for thin film solar cells because the lateral conductance of p/n doped silicon layers is not high enough to avoid resistive losses over typical distances of 1cm or so [95]. Some of the TCOs used as front contacts are Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) and alumina doped Zinc Oxide (ZnO:Al$_2$O$_3$). When used as a front contact the TCO needs to be highly transparent in the region of operation of a solar cell as they need to effectively couple light into silicon absorber layer and also possess’ high conductivity and carrier mobility to enhance carrier collection. The absorption losses need
to be minimized. Conductivity depends on the carrier concentration, mobility and thickness of the film. To increase the conductivity we need high mobility. Increasing the carrier concentration also decreases transmission, so a trade-off has to be made. TCO's should have an inert chemical property because they are coated at the top surface of a solar cell. Silicon thin film solar cells are typically grown in hydrogen rich plasma and etching of ZnO will lead to deterioration in the light trapping abilities. Thus the requirements for a proper choice of TCO can be summarized as

1) High transparency in the visible and infrared wavelengths  
2) Effective light coupling into silicon  
3) High conductivity and carrier mobility  
4) Ability to be textured  
5) Chemical stability against hydrogen plasmas  
6) Abundant availability  
7) Low cost of processing  
8) Non-toxic  

ZnO is an oxide, naturally occurring as the rare mineral called as zincite. ZnO has grown to prominence in recent years because of its application in thin film solar cells both as a front and back contact as well as its ability to be textured and also due to limited availability of Indium (ITO). ZnO can be deposited using a variety of techniques like RF magnetron sputtering [96], DC sputtering [97], LPCVD [98] and spray pyrolysis [99]. ZnO and its doped alloys have a high transparency in the region of operation for solar cells because of
their high optical band-gap (> 3.3eV). ZnO by itself has the resistivity of $10^{-4}$ cm$^{-1}$, but when alloyed with Al$_2$O$_3$ the resistivity drops to $2\times10^{-5}$ cm$^{-1}$.

Magnetron sputtered ZnO films are smooth after deposition but can be textured using wet etching techniques. Doping with Al$_2$O$_3$ increases carrier mobility in ZnO films up to 42 cm$^2$/V-s [100] for a 0.5wt% doped Al$_2$O$_3$. The target aluminum concentration (TAC) determines the number of free carriers available in ZnO films. However heavily doped ZnO reflects light in the infrared region due to free electron oscillations. For high doping levels, parasitic free carrier absorption mechanism significantly reduces transmission in the infrared region. While a compromise has to be arrived between the transmission and the conductivity, it is the surface roughness, feature shape and size that are crucial for light scattering.

Fig 6.2: Spectral response of ZnO:Al films with varying Al$_2$O$_3$ concentrations, (A-0.2% and D-2%) [100]
6.2 Annealed Silver as a Back-Reflector

Silver nano-particles are widely used in various fields such as chemical and biology. They have become currently an important field of study because of their plasmonic behavior which has been reported recently [105,106]. Nano-silver helps to enhance the signal because of the collective oscillation of the electrons (plasmons), which are excited by incident electromagnetic radiation. The process can be co-related to diffusion and nucleation phenomena of the silver atoms as shown in Figure 6.3.

Annealed silver was fabricated by evaporating 200nm silver on Stainless Steel (SS) followed by heat treatment inside the furnace at high temperature for different times. Since silver agglomerates at high temperatures, therefore a systematic procedure was followed to study the behavior. Silver was annealed at different temperature for different times. Fig6.4 shows SEM images of silver film after the heat treatment. Clearly we see the nucleation and growth (agglomeration) of silver. Annealing at 400°C for 30min gave us the optimum texturing for the BR. On annealing silver at lower temperature for less time gave us inadequate texturing. Whereas over annealing results in poor coverage of SS.
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was used to evaluate the RMS roughness of the annealed silver. Islands were uniformly distributed over the area having height around 200-300nm. The lateral sizes of the islands were around 0.5-1μm (sub-micron) range. We have also observed that the distribution, size and height of the islands can be largely varied with the thickness and heat treatment of silver.

![SEM images of the annealed Silver after heat treatment at various temperature for various time.](image)

**Fig 6.4:** SEM images of the annealed Silver after heat treatment at various temperature for various time.
6.3 Etched ZnO as a Back-Reflector

Texturing ZnO BR by using wet etching is a widely used method to prepare random textured BR. Typically sputter deposited ZnO films are very smooth and produce adequate texturing by using dil. HCl. The initial features and duration of the etch; control the morphology of the etched surface. Thus the morphology of the etched film can be controlled to provide enhanced light trapping abilities for the thin film solar cell. ZnO crystals readily undergo chemical etching [101]. The etching behavior is dependent on the crystal planes and the etching solution [102]. The etching model was predicted by Mariano et al. way back in 1969, using a model for polar III-V semiconductors. The etching takes place when the ions from the solution (OH\(^-\) in the case of a basic solution and H\(_3\)O\(^+\) in the case of an acidic solution) attach themselves to the available dangling bond as shown in figure 6.6(a).
The sputtering and the consequent wet etching of ZnO films can be linked to the Thronton model postulated by J.A. Thronton [103] in 1974. Kluth et. al [104] have proposed a modified version of the Thornton model to accommodate the variations in ZnO films [118]. Originally the Thornton model was proposed to model the growth of sputtered metals using two basic parameters, substrate temperature and deposition pressure. It uses a normalized ratio of the substrate temperature to the melting temperature of a metal (TS=TM). In the case of ZnO TS is around 150 - 400 C, and so the ratio becomes very small, instead the Julich group considers the substrate temperature instead of the normalized ratio (TS=TM). Also it has been seen that the TAC wt % also plays an important role. Pressure also seems to have a profound effect on the morphology produced after etching. Fig6.6 illustrate the variation in the deposited ZnO film at various temperature and pressure.

Fig 6.6: Etching mechanism of ZnO by using either base or acidic solution [118]
Initially deposited ZnO films were smooth and typical surface roughness around 10nm. After a short dip in 0.5% HCl, film starts developing small hexagonal craters. Few more seconds will texture the film to an optimum surface roughness and crater diameters. Typical root mean square surface roughness after texturing is around 100 - 150nm. Fig6.7 shows the SEM images of surface morphology with increasing etching time. The crater diameters around 0.5-1μm formed after acid etching the film. 0.185% conc. HCl solution was used to etch the ZnO film. Etching in basic solutions like KOH does not produce a uniform surface morphology; possibly due to the lesser number O\(^-\) terminated bonds in RF magnetron sputtered ZnO films hence we have used acidic solution to etch the film.

![Increasing Etching Time](image)

Fig 6.7: SEM images of the etched ZnO film, etched with dil. HCl for various times.

Fig6.8 shows the AFM images of the etched ZnO. On increasing the etching time from 25s to 35s we find that RMS roughness increases from 74 nm to 111 nm. But we also need to be careful not to over-etch the film. Etching for longer time leads to larger size of the crater which has been shown in the figure with varying angle \(\theta\). An optimum etching leads to superior BR property because too small or too large angle \(\theta\) leads to poor BR property. This phenomenon can be explained by the total internal reflection [128,129].
6.4 Thin film solar cell on randomly textured back-reflector

Annealed Silver BR was successfully integrated with a thin film silicon solar cell to check the increment in the Quantum Efficiency response and increase in current. Fig6.9a is the comparison of the QE curves for amorphous and nano-crystalline silicon solar cell respectively. QE was measured at high reverse bias, -0.5V for amorphous silicon cell and -1V for nano-crystalline silicon cell to ensure complete collection of the carriers. The i-layer thickness for amorphous silicon was 0.3μm and for nano-crystalline it was 1.2μm. For amorphous cell we found the QE increment at 700nm from 0.08 to 0.25. Nano-crystalline cell showed enhanced QE improvement at 800 nm from 0.1 to 0.38. BR is very effective for nano-crystalline silicon solar cell because nano-crystalline silicon has better absorption coefficient as compared to amorphous silicon. On comparing the effective absorption coefficient to the actual absorption coefficient we found an enhancement of 8 times at the higher wavelength of the spectrum. Enhancement was calculated using QE at high reverse bias (-1V) with the help of the equation 1. R is the % reflection from the ITO, $\alpha$ is the effective absorption coefficient, $t_1$ is the P+ layer thickness (negligible in our case) and $t_2$ is the thickness of the i-layer.

$$QE \sim (1-R)[\exp(\alpha t_1)][1-\exp(\alpha t_2)]$$
Etched ZnO BR has similar QE enhancement curve as we have already seen in the case of annealed silver BR. The typical i-layer thickness was 0.25 μm for amorphous silicon and 1.2 μm for nano-crystalline silicon solar cells. Nano-crystalline silicon solar cell showed striking enhancement at the higher wavelength of the spectrum because of better absorption coefficient.

6.5 Tandem solar cell:

The absorption of the solar spectrum is limited by the band-gap of the semiconductor. The efficiency of a solar cell can be increased by having a tandem structure, where 2 or more solar cells are connected in series. The band-gap of the absorbing layer decreases as we go from top to bottom of the solar cell. Simple electrical equivalent of a tandem solar cell
would be diodes connected in series. For tandem solar cell, efficient BR is absolutely required. We have fabricated nanocrystalline silicon/amorphous silicon tandem solar cells on nano-imprinted photonic structures. Fig6.10 shows the schematic structure of the tandem solar cell with IV curve. The best efficiency attained was ~10% on flexible substrate [124-127].

![IV and QE graph of aSi:H solar cell/ncSi:H solar cell, tandem cell with overall efficiency ~10% before light induced degradation](image)

**6.6 Nanodots on silicon wafer and SS**

Major limitation in all thin film solar cell is the absorbance of near band-gap light which is ineffective, in particular for an indirect band gap semiconductor silicon. Recently plasmonic silver nanoparticles being used with an inorganic thin film solar cell. Reports by Catchpole, Green, Pillai, and Nakayama suggest that silver nanoparticle has promising advantage in the thin film industry [105]. There are two important aspects of a silver nanoparticle, size and shape. As the name suggests nanodots, these particles are in the nanometer range. Moreover Catchpole has argued that shape of the nanodot plays a vital
role in the plasmonic phenomena. For plasmonic it becomes important that the nanodots should carry high charge carriers which is only possible in the case of metals such as silver gold and etc. The scattering from the metal nanoparticles near their localized plasmon resonance is a promising way of increasing the light absorption in the solar cells.

We did few series of experiments to find out the morphology/structure of the nanoparticles and its optical property. The first experiment was to see optical property and hence the plasmonic behavior of silver nanodots. On cleaned (regular standard cleaned) glass slides 25A of silver was deposited and then it was annealed at 200C and 250C for 15min and 45min. Specular transmission was done on the Cary spectrophotometer from 400nm to 900nm. The spectral response is shown in fig6.11.

![Fig 6.11: %T vs wavelength of 25A Ag before annealing and after annealing for 15min and 45min at 200C/250C.](image-url)
From figure 6.11(a) it is clearly evident that first few minutes are the crucial moments for the formation of the nanodots which remains unaffected on further annealing. Figure 6.11(b) shows %T vs wavelength variation of 25A silver deposited on cleaned glass and annealed at 250C for 15 min. On comparing fig6.11(a) and figure 6.11(b) it is clear that 250C anneal time improves the %T to almost 90% near infrared region and around 85% near 480nm, unlike 200C annealed sample which showed an improvement to 78% at 480nm. Second set of experiment was a detailed study of the nanodots with the help of SEM. From optical transmission curves it is evident that after annealing there is most likely the formation of island structure which helps to improve %T. Nevertheless SEM images would suggest the dimension and moreover distribution of nanodots on the substrate.

![SEM images](image)

**Fig 6.13:** SEM images of (a) 25A silver annealed at 250C for 15 min on Si wafer (b) 25A silver annealed 250C for 15 min on SS (c) 25A silver annealed at 250C for 15 min on nc-Si thin film solar cell.

For the SEM imaging samples were prepared on SS and silicon wafer. Wafer provides a smooth and a flat surface for the test which helps to image the nanodots effectively. It is also true that the devices are made on SS therefore it would be interesting to see the nanodots distribution. Fig6.13 shows the distribution of nanodots on a wafer, SS and nc-Si device respectively. Dimension of the nanodots varying from few nanometers to 50nm.
Wafer is smooth and flat it is easier to image the nanodots whereas ridges on SS have dimension of several microns which act like huge trench for the nanodots makes imaging difficult. Fig6.13(c) shows the presence of features but it is mostly the microcrystals of the silicon. P+ layer is thin and because of that microcrystalline silicon can be seen with the SEM because ncSi:H is rough textured material which is shown in the fig6.14. This SEM image was taken on a ncSi:H device having a BR at the bottom.

![SEM image of a ncSi:H device with a B-R at the bottom of the cell.](image)

Nucleation and growth largely depends on the defects especially surface defects and surface energies. This explains that the nucleation and growth on SS and wafer would be largely different. On looking at the height profile of the AFM images, it is clear that the height of the agglomeration is different for SS and wafer. For SS height is near 20nm while for Si wafer it is 10nm, just half of the SS. This can be explained from the rough terrain of SS which provides many favorable locations for the agglomeration of silver. Figure 6.15 shows the 3 dimensional variation of the agglomerated silver. The variation of the nanodots looks evenly distributed on the smooth Si wafer as compared to the rough SS.
Fig 6.15: 25A silver annealed at 250°C for 15 min on (a) Si Wafer and [ X and Y axis 1div = 100nm, on Z axis 1div = 8nm ] (b) SS [ X and Y axis 1div = 100nm, on Z axis 1div = 30nm ]

6.7 Various ways of increasing grain size

Nanocrystalline silicon electrical properties improve if the grain size increases. SCLC experiment can be used to prove that electron mobility increases as the grain size increases [140]. We have also observed increase in absorption coefficient when nanocrystalline silicon fabricated at high temperature. Increase in absorption coefficient is because of the increase in the grain size [141]. On changing pressure we can manipulate the ion bombardment on the growing nanocrystalline silicon material. When pressure is increased it decreases ion energy and that improves the device quality. Films prepared at higher pressure show an enhanced <220> grain growth. A series of systematic experiment was done by using PECVD system to see the effect of pressure on grain size variation. Fig 6.16 is the grain size enhancement graph at various temperature and pressure. The grain size increase at high pressure can be attributed to low ion energy bombardment.
Fig 6.16: Increase in <220> grain on increasing temperature and pressure

For better quality ncSi:H larger grains are required. It also helps to enhance the current. Fig 6.17 showing the absorption coefficient increase with grain size and corresponding increase in QE current.

Fig 6.17: Increase in QE current and absorption coefficient on increasing the temperature [21]

To enhance the grain size and the quality of aSi:H SL devices we fabricated some of the devices at higher pressure and got an encouraging result. For the first time we were able to get <220> grain size around 20nm at 250C made at 250mT with excellent device quality.
Fig 6.18 shows the IV and XRD graph of the SL device made at 250mT. Making SL devices at 100mT limits the grain size to 10-12 nm.

![Graph showing IV and XRD data](image)

**Fig 6.18:** aSi/ncSi SL device made at 250mT pressure showing excellent device quality with <220> grain size 19 nm.

### 6.8 Reducing oxygen contamination

Nanocrystalline silicon is inherently n type because of unintentional oxygen doping. To compensate oxygen it is therefore essential to dope the I layer with ppm TMB. On adding TMB it forms a complex compound with oxygen which helps to reduce the recombination effect. In the previous study we have seen that on eliminating oxygen device property improves drastically. To prove the above argument we did an experiment where I layer was intentionally doped with ppm oxygen. It showed poor device property and poor collection of carriers. On adding calculated amount of ppmTMB w improved the device quality significantly [142, 143].
Fig 6.19: IV comparison of ppm oxygen doped and un-doped ncSi:H solar cell, (b) Improvement in the collection of carriers on adding calculated amount of ppm TMB along with fixed ppm oxygen doped ncSi:H solar cell.
CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY & FUTURE WORK

1. We have got encouraging results by showing the enhancement in QE current on implementing aSiGe:H layer in the SL structure. Nonetheless we have also observed problems with the nucleation process. Our main focus would be to optimize the deposition parameter so that we could consistently get nanocrystalline films. High dilution and high power is required but Voc goes down so we have to equally focus on getting high Voc.

2. The main issue with aSiGe/ncSi SL devices is the collection of carriers. We tried to grade germane so that it could assist the hole collection but the main drawback was less enhancement in current because of less Ge incorporation. aSiGe:H layers are very thin around 10nm, to get enough enhancement in current we need to incorporate more Ge. The challenge would be to maintain the crystallinity of the film while increasing the Ge content in aSiGe:H.

3. The other method which we have tried was the selective doping of the layers. It could be possible that we are not able to collect the holes effectively generated in aSiGe:H layers. With the help of the band diagram and using various doping conditions we have showed that doping aSiGe:H with ppm PH₃ and ncSi:H with ppm TMB may assist the collection of the minority carriers.
We have tried various doping configuration such as:

1) No doped layers
2) ncSi layer with TMB and aSiGe with PH3
3) ncSi layer with PH3 and aSiGe layer with TMB
4) Only aSiGe with TMB
5) Only ncSi layer with TMB

Doping each layer selectively helped us but to understand the collection property. We keep rest of the parameters same such as dilution ratio, power levels and pressure for better comparison.

4. Step graded germane concentration in SL structure also helped to optimize the device. We used 4 different band-gaps of aSiGe:H where germane concentration was increased as the device grew. The benefit of this structure is that higher germane concentration is near p+/i interface, we know that electric field is strong in that region so it helps to collect the holes efficiently.

5. The grain size of aSiGe/ncSi SL was measured by using XRD. It showed decrease in <220> grain size if compared to aSi/ncSi SL devices. For aSiGe:H grain sizes were in the range 7-9 nm whereas for aSi:H SL grain sizes varied from 10-12 nm prepared at 100mT pressure.

From the previous experiment we have observed that grain size increases as temperature goes above 400C or by increasing the deposition pressure. Both the
cases are not favorable for the deposition of high quality aSiGe:H. High temperature lead to loss of Ge-H bond and high pressure decreases the ion energy which makes it difficult for GeH₃ radical to diffuse on the film. High pressure can help us to attain larger grain size in aSiGe/ncSi SL. To overcome lower ion energy we need to increase the power of the deposition or increase dilution with hydrogen to facilitate nanocrystalline silicon formation.

6. The whole purpose of making a SL structure is to curb the large grain boundary formation. We optimized the device and looked at various variations listed below.

a) Variation of crystallinity as SL thickness increases
b) Variation in diffusion length as SL thickness increases
c) Variation in grain size as SL thickness increases
d) Variation in defect density as SL thickness increases
e) Variation of crystallinity on changing various layers of the SL

We have showed the variation of crystallinity as Ge content increases. It is difficult to form the nanocrystalline silicon film if we increase the Ge content. We have also showed the variation of crystallinity as the individual layer thicknesses changed. For optimum SL film with equal crystalline and amorphous phase longer ncSi:H cycles are required.
7. With the help of a simple model we have showed that definitely there is an increment in the current density on incorporating Ge in aSiGe:H layer. We will further develop the device model to explain the experimental data. Developing a model helps to understand the physics of the device.

8. Instead of thick devices we realized that it is best to make thin aSiGe:H layers to further improve the collection problems. ncSi:H is an indirect band-gap so it requires thicker layers to absorb all of the photons. Therefore if we are relying on thin SL then it would be essential to integrate the devices with suitable back-reflectors so that effective light path increases.

9. Different types of back-reflectors were developed to improve photon harvesting in a solar cell. Textured silver and ZnO have been discussed in detail, their preparation and optical properties. Plasmonic structures have been used to compare with the randomly textured substrates. It has been shown that periodic structures may give higher QE currents as compared to randomly textured substrates. We would also like to investigate more on combining both randomly textured substrates with periodic structures.

10. Tandem solar cell is another way to increase the efficiency. We developed thin film tandem solar cell of aSi and ncSi solar cells. Efficiency close to 10% have been reported on flexible substrates.
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